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VIPRE and ConnectWise® Automate Integration
VIPRE is committed to partnering with ConnectWise® and its solution provider partners to deliver advanced security
purpose-built to protect major attack vectors from today’s most costly and malicious online threats. Our full integration
within ConnectWise Automate® simplifies security operations and maximizes efficiency.

Seamless Management - Controls both VIPRE Endpoint

Advanced Scripting - Supports ConnectWise® scripting for

Simplified Operations - Reusable templates simplify new

Built-in Legacy Support - Works with VIPRE Server

Cloud and Server agents in a single pane of glass view and
includes integrated VIPRE tabs in Group, Client, Location, and
Computer Plugins windows.

client on-boarding and ensure uniform service, while leading
deployment features allows for automatic deployment to
hundreds of computers in a single day.

Advanced Security Protection - Real-time behavioral

querying VIPRE data and sending VIPRE Agent commands
means anything done in the UI can be done via custom
scripting.

versions 9.6 up to the current release, including both Standard
and Premium versions.

Easy Replacement of Existing Antivirus - Removes

analysis, cloud analytics, and simple deployment in less than
ten minutes.

conflicting software to ensure compatibility and the
integration with ConnectWise® provides a view of unprotected
computers and easily monitor security.

Quick Installation - Install directly from ConnectWise®

No External Database Dependencies - Means the plugin

Solutions Center in seconds with just a few clicks. A list of
unprotected computers and the ability to install a VIPRE Cloud
agent via the existing ConnectWise Automate® infrastructure
is a valuable time saver.

will always load and a beta is simple. Since there are no
dependencies – all it takes is a zip file and simple DLL.

Contact your ConnectWise® Account Manager today.
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